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INTRODUCTION
In October 2007 Dormer
Construction Ltd submitted a tender
for and were subsequently awarded
‘Contract 07/08-56, Estuary Road
Sewer Renewal – Stage 1’ with the
Christchurch City Council. The
value of the contract was $704,028.
The contract involved the
replacement of 657 metres of
300mm diameter gravity sewer
pipes from Ebbtide Street to No
301 Estuary Road. This sewer was
completely below ground water
level and varied in depth from 1.6
to 4 metres. At the top end of this
line a pumping main from a South
Brighton sewage pump station
discharged into the line and this
had to remain operational
throughout the contract works.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
This line, like many others at the
ends of pumping mains in
Christchurch, was subject to
Hydrogen Sulphide attack and the
concrete pipes were nearing the
state of collapse. Hence the reason
for the renewal even though the line
was only approximately 50 years
old.

CONTRACT
ADMINISTRATION
Because Dormer Construction Ltd
has very good systems in place for
contract administration, this was not
a difficult contract to administer.
For this contract there were
however 2 large variations/additions
to the extent of the work which had
to be separated as far as
administration was concerned. One

of these variations was carried out
for us by another contractor to
ensure it was completed on time
and to minimise public disruption.
Added to this was the fact that we
were granted appropriate
extensions of time for both this
contract and our next contract
which was also with the
Christchurch City Council was very
important.

HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS
A health & safety plan was
developed for the contract and
during the work there were no
accidents or incidents. Our staff
worked well with the public and with
a school close by gained a good
relationship with them after some
initial discussion about the works.
With a contract running for this
length of time, 6 months, the public
is always going to get a little
frustrated with the disruption for this
length of time. However by carrying
out the work the way we did there
were very few negative comments
about the job. For the most part we
managed to only have disruption
over one manhole length at a time,
and apart from a couple of days
while waiting for the previous length
to be asphalted, disruption was only
over a length of no more than 90
metres at a time. This we believe
was appreciated by the public and
helped. There was a lot of traffic on
this road being the main route
between South Brighton and the
City arterial, especially morning and
night, and we caused only minor
delays to this traffic.
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INNOVATION
PROJECT
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MAJOR ADDITIONS
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MAJOR ADDITIONS…
continued
The first of these involved the
laying of a new connecting water
main, and power cables, from an
existing pump station to a new
pump station in Jellicoe Street. To
carry this out quickly and avoid
undue disruption we arranged for
another contractor, C & A Cox (a
member of the contractors
federation) to do this work on our
behalf. The other extra was an
extension of the sewer relay work
for another two manhole lengths to
take the work past Jellicoe Street.
This was deeper and more difficult
but was carried out within the time
allowed by Council. These 2 extras
added another 35% to the contract
value.

ENVIROMENTAL FACTORS
During this contract major
dewatering of the ground with the
use of well points was necessary
and the amount of water discharged
from these was considerable. This
work was close to an
environmentally sensitive area, the
estuary, and with the use of silt
traps for the discharges no
complaints were received. All
pump discharges were checked on
a regular basis to ensure no
problems were caused. After
passing through our silt trap the
water discharged via the storm
water system, or direct, to the
estuary. ECAN were impressed
with no discolouration or
sedimentation of the water.

CONTRACT COMPLETION
The original completion date for the
contract was 30 May 2008 which
was subsequently extended to the
15 August after the additional work
variations, and without the addition
of any wet weather extensions that
were due to us over the contract
period. The works were completed
on 15 August 2008.

MORE INFORMATION
For more information on this entry please
contact:
Company name: Dormer Construction Ltd
Contact person: Pete Dormer
Contact number: +64 274 381 221
Email: petedormer@xtra.co.nz
Client/Principal contractor: CCC
Consultant/Engineer: Tony Borkus, CCC
Project commencement date: Mid Feb 08
Completion certificate date: 15 August 08

